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 Protein content

Spinlock developed a method for the 
determination of protein content. The
results are obtained in less than 12”
with a precision higher than 99%.

  Oleic acid measurement in 
  single seeds

Spinlock is the exclusive supplier of a
patented system for determining fatty
acids content in a single seed, using the
same SLK 200 used for bulk. The seed
is located inside a specially designed
sample-holder, with no peeling, grinding
or chemical treatment needed. Results
are given in 2’, with a precision higher
than 98%. Used by breeders worldwide.

Benefits in olive industry

The SLK-200 is the only NMR equipment
that allows measuring a humid sample.
Also a Spinlock Patented Technology.
There is no need of a drying the sample,
speeding the oil content determination,
controlling production by means of
measuring e.g. oil in Pomace.
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SLK-AS-10 Automatic Sampler®
Designed to completely automate the operation of the SLK 200.
The SLK-AS-10 Auto Sampler will pick up a sample holder
from a prepared set of samples, weigh it and put it in the
equipment for measurement. Then it returns the sample
again to its original position or may further classify it
on a di�erent criterion.

Scalable Modules: Includes two 50-sample modules.
It allows adding modules up to a desired amount. 
Easy operation: the operator must only prepare the
holder modules with the samples. The SLK as
takes care of the rest. 
Integrated: SLK-Automatic Sampler Control Software
is integrated with the measurement Software of the
SLK-100 or SLK-200 equipment.
Smart: Automatic restart of the system. 



Advantages of
Spinlock NMR

Remote support
Through our unique assistance
platform: Spinlock Online Help Desk®.

Robust and unique hardware

Fast measurements, in seconds

No sample preparation required

  Simultaneous determination of
di�erent parameters

User-friendly software

For all measurements.
Wide range of applications.

04” Oil and moisture.
12” Protein.
20” Fatty acids. 

The analysis does not a�ect or destroy
the samples. 

A short training allows any
unexperienced user to calibrate.


